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Broken Tongues 

Tracing the Literalization of Language and Violence in Act 5, Scene 2 of Henry V 

When there is language, then there must also be language to describe itself. Throughout literature 

and society we see countless creative ways in which people describe language. Language can be robust, 

wandering, beautiful, compelling, etc. It can belong to a person or people, be shared or collaborative, be 

unique or even random. Especially in Shakespeare, language is described in a multitude of ways, giving 

depth to not only what we define as language within Shakespeare, but how we understand it working in 

his plays and how it reflects the characters it is used by. “Language” is “unmannerly” (Henry VIII), 

“sleepy” (The Tempest) “disdainful” (Henry V), “former” (Measure for Measure); it is “his own” (Henry 

IV, I), “his” (Henry VIII), “mine,” “yours,” and “ours” (The Tempest). “Language” can be served at a 

feast (Love’s Labor’s Lost), can be composed of honey (Henry VIII), or can exist in one’s eyes, cheeks, 

and lips (Troilus and Cressida).1 

Language about language is quite prevalent especially in Henry V, the most commonly spoken 

being English and French. Throughout the play, English is presented as a language of power and a 

language of the English monarchy, utilized in the context of England’s conquering of France. Even within 

England’s borders, the English language is one of dominance; according to Philip Seargeant, “the 

promotion of English over French” was used to legitimize the “questionable” Lancastrian usurpation of 

the English throne. Thus, a sense of monarchical, almost national pride came to be associated with the use 

of the English language. However, Seargeant cautions that using the post-Romantic term “nationalistic” 

to describe the use of English in Shakespeare is anachronistic as the concept of “nationalism” did not 

arise until after the period during which he was writing. Instead, looking specifically at Henry V, we must 

understand English’s function to be expressive England’s emergent nationalism, or in other words, the 

precursors for what would later become the more concrete concept of nationalism we have today. 
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 As the use of English played such a vital role in this emergent nationalism, so too, the denial and 

rejection of other languages, such as French, was of great consequence. Seargeant points out that although 

the historical King Henry would have been able to speak at least passable French, Shakespeare’s King 

Henry does not speak French well at all and therefore when he must woo Princess Katherine of France, he 

stumbles over his words.2 This historical inaccuracy constitutes the play’s disavowal of the French 

language, which, if combined with the insulting way Henry describes French, suggests a deeper 

underlying disavowal of French identity altogether, bolstering the role of English as both the pervasive 

vernacular and emerging national language. 

 In this essay, I will look at how these tensions between English and French identities come to the 

forefront within a more personal relationship, that of Henry and Katherine. I will address how Henry’s 

dialogic attempt to woo Katherine in Act 5, Scene 2 functions ultimately to subjugate her tongue; 

“tongue” being indicative not only of the language she speaks, but also of her physical body and her 

mind. In the latter part of my analysis, I will turn to the ways in which Katherine then mobilizes her 

language, body, and mind in order to condemn Henry, resulting in the brittle and inglorious reign of their 

son, Henry VI. 

 On an intimate rather than national level, scholar Karen Newman suggests that through his 

rhetoric in Act 5 Scene 2, Henry’s actions fully deny Katherine her French identity. Newman argues that 

Henry’s attempt to turn Katherine into an English bride simultaneously “Englishes” and silences her.3 

Henry’s neglect of Katherine’s French heritage, in part through his refusal to use French, functions as a 

form of subjugation. And not only that, but after erasing her background, Henry forces an English identity 

on her. He talks of her “English tongue,” placing his identity into her mouth and labeling her as 

something she neither is nor wants to be. 

 In addition to “tongue,” the words “neck,” “mind,” and “lips” all fly from Henry’s mouth all in 

relation to language, creating a physical body for the linguistic ideas he is expressing to his betrothed. But 

instead of romance, he then layers on a vocabulary of linguistic violence. In the following two passages 

from Act 5, Scene 2, this is especially clear: 
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1. 

HENRY: O fair Katherine, if you will love me soundly with your French heart I will be glad to hear 

you confess it brokenly with your English tongue” (105-106). 

… 

KATHERINE: “O bon Dieu, les langues de homes sont pleines de tromperies!” (116-117).4 

2. 

HENRY: “Come, your answer in broken music, for thy voice is music and thy English broken. 

Therefore, queen of all, Katherine, break thy mind to me in broken English: wilt thou have me?” 

(240-243).5 

Henry’s lines here seem to echo each other across the scene, the words “broken” and “break” bouncing 

off each other again and again against the “tongues.” Though these may seem to be highly figurative ways 

of speaking about language, Michael Schoenfeldt suggests a different tactic for approaching Early 

Modern texts that brings the physical into the conceptual: 

Whereas our post-Cartesian ontology imagines psychological inwardness and physiological 

materialism as necessarily separate realms of existence, and thus renders corporeal language for 

emotion highly metaphorical, the Galenic regime of the humoral self that supplies these writers 

with much of their vocabulary of inwardness demanded the invasion of social and psychological 

realms by biological and environmental processes.6 

In other words, modern readings of emotional discussion that uses corporeal language may see it as 

highly metaphorical, but Schoenfeldt suggests that in the Early Modern Period, there was not such a 

distinction between the mind and body and therefore, this metaphorical layer was erased and the body 

became an active participant in emotional conversation. If we lift Schoenfeldt’s analysis from emotion 

and apply it to language, instead of remaining figurative, the text of Act 5, Scene 2 in Henry V comes to 

convey very real, bodily violence. The “tongue” spoken of here, instead of only denoting language, must 

also mean the literal body part. Thus, the “breaking” that surrounds these tongues is not only linguistic 

(i.e.—Katherine speaking a non-native tongue), but also psychological and physical. Using Schoenfeldt’s 
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analysis, Henry must not only be seen to target Katherine’s language with violence, but also her body and 

mind. He attempts to translate Katherine’s French mother-tongue, train her mind to submit to his will, and 

use her body to his advantage. Katherine’s “tongue” can encompass all of these ideas; in order for her to 

speak the “King’s English” she must think it, put it into language, and then physically perform the act of 

speaking English; her tongue is a trifold representation of her identity. 

 Now I will move into discussing the lexicology of “broken”/ “break,” “tongue”/ “langues,” and 

“pleines” and analyze how their presence in Early Modern Dictionaries contributes to the circulating 

language of violence in Act 5, Scene 2. 

I. “Broken”/ “Break” 

 Perhaps the most common definition of “break” is the one that a modern reader would naturally 

think of, to sever by force.7 The Oxford English Dictionary gives this as “break’s” first definition, but the 

hundreds of other entries suggest that this is not a simple word, but rather a very physical and violent one. 

It can mean to cut up or tear an animal to pieces, to rupture a surface, to break a criminal on a wheel of 

torture, to reduce to obedience or discipline, to train (horses, other animals, and human beings) and to 

violate, transgress, or burst through a barrier.8 

 John Baret’s An Alveary or Triple Dictionary, in English, Latin, and French (1574), dedicates 

almost two whole pages to the various meanings of “break” and another half a page to “broken,” complete 

with Latin and French translations and examples. The book details “breaking” as it relates to objects (to 

burst, to break into pieces, to destroy, to break in), concepts (“to break, as a man does a law”), animals (to 

break or train a horse) and people (to violate, to corrupt, to defile, to deflower).9 Using Baret’s definitions 

to contextualize Henry’s speech in 5.2, these ideas of “breakage” create a barrage of violence against 

Katherine linguistically, mentally, and physically. 

 On a surface level, an audience might understand “break”/ “broken” as it pertains to objects. 

Relating this to Katherine, Henry creates a linguistic fissure through her spoken English, rendering her 

speech imperfect, inadequate, and incomplete. Henry asks her to literally split (“break”) her mind in order 

to speak the English that he wishes (“break thy mind to me in broken English”). By conceptualizing the 
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translation of Katherine in this way, Henry reminds us of Baret’s definition relating to horse training. 

Following this metaphor, Katherine’s speech is the animal being “broken.” However, it does not follow 

that Henry is the metaphorical horse trainer. Here, the violence he is enacting with his speech is much 

more personal. He asks Katherine to “break [her own] mind” to him, training herself to submit to him as 

her husband and England’s king. 

To take this one step further, following Baret’s categorizations of breakage, Katherine’s speech is 

then physicalized. “Come, your answer in broken music, for thy voice is music and thy English broken” 

(240-241). “Broken,” “music,” “music,” broken.” Here, Henry creates a verbal chiasm that menacingly 

surrounds Katherine’s voice (“music”) with threats, leaving her with no clear idea of which angle he will 

strike from. 

 The physical implications are again present in Baret’s presentation of breakage as it relates to 

people, these definitions being possibly the most violent. Of people, this dictionary says that “to break” 

means to violate, to corrupt, to defile, or to deflower, all of these definitions having clearly sexual 

implications. Baret’s dictionary only contains “deflower” as a headword in the phrase “to deflower a 

maid,” i.e. to take her virginity. A deflowering or “ravishing” is translated to French as: “Corruption de 

femme ou fille,” the corruption of a woman or girl.10 Following “break” through Baret’s dictionary to 

“deflower” to “ravish” to “corruption” reveals the sexual violence that circulates Henry’s speech. Even if 

we go back to the beginning of this linguistic chain, Baret’s book still surrounds breakage with ideas of 

lust and sex. “Brake,” a homonym of Henry’s “break” occurs in three headwords, one of which states: “he 

brake and bare down all things before him with outrageous lust and fury,” again drawing a connection 

between lust and violence.11 If we choose to understand this chain of meaning as resonating with Henry’s 

speech, in these lines, Katherine’s language, her body, and her mind are all violated and the “tongue” that 

Henry threatens to “break” becomes synechdocal for Katherine herself. 

II. “Tongues”/ “Langues” 

 “Tongue,” an originally Anglo-Saxon word, is first defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as 

“the bodily member,” or the primary organ of taste. The tongue, also the principal organ of speech, then 
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comes to refer to speech itself or the power of articulation or vocal expression. Specifically, it refers to 

speech as distinct from thought or action.12 But on a larger scale, the “tongue” can be the language of a 

people.13 While “tongue” is only used as a noun in Act 5, Scene 2, the verbal definitions bring in another 

side to the word. “To tongue” can mean to use the tongue to talk or speak or to turn over with the tongue, 

as in, to articulate or pronounce. But beyond this definition, a more violent aspect comes in. The primary 

definition for “tongue” as a verb is to assail with words, to reproach, or to scold.14 

 If we follow the same process of contextualizing Henry’s speech with Baret’s An Alveary or 

Triple Dictionary, as previously used for “break,” it is clear that the usage of “tongue” in the Early 

Modern Period circulated with much violence. Primarily Baret’s text portrays “tongue” in the linguistic as 

well as the physical sense of the word. “Tongue,” by itself means a language or speech.15 “Tongue” also 

appears in the headwords for “a knavish tongue,” “the Latin tongue,” and “the mother tongue, or our 

country language.” It also appears in a number of explanations, the majority of which perpetuate some 

form of violence. For example, “tongue” appears under the headword “to lose, to mar, to kill” in the 

following example: “to lose the use of [one’s] tongue.”16 

 Baret’s example is echoed in Henry Cockeram’s English Dictionary (1623). Cockeram does not 

include “tongue” as its own headword, but rather in three explanations, two relating to language and one 

to the Greek story of Phylomela. Cockeram’s explanation of “Phylomela” is: “ravished by Tereus, 

imprisoned her afterwards and cut off her tongue.”17 Phylomela’s violent censorship, considered by some 

to be a rape of her voice, is echoed throughout Henry V, specifically in Act 1, Scene 2, when Henry 

speaks of the “Turkish mute” with the “tongueless mouth.”18 Like Phylomela, the “mutes” are unable to 

denounce their oppressors and thus are linguistically defenseless. All these examples of tonguelessness 

from Baret, Cockeram, and Henry himself ultimately serve to echo and reify the concept of violence 

against tongues presented in Act 5, Scene 2 both physically and linguistically. We see a clear example of 

this linguistic subjugation in Henry’s line, “I will be glad to hear you confess it brokenly with your 

English tongue” (105-106). Here, Henry calls out Katherine’s somewhat messy use of the English 

language, and in an explicitly physical manner, rebrands her tongue to fit his own nationality, claiming 
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her as English property and forcing her to leave behind French, her “mother tongue” or her “country 

language,” to use Baret’s words.19 If we imagine for a moment that a similar violence has been enacted on 

Katherine as on Phylomela, Katherine would not have a tongue with which to speak in any language. 

Without a literal tongue, the victim of the supposed violence here, the linguistic tongue is lost and one is 

without a voice or way of expressing their mind. Thus, the loss or breakage of Katherine’s tongue in any 

sense mars all senses of her tongue; her language, her body, and her mind. 

 Further, the fact that both “break” and “tongue” are originally Anglo-Saxon words enforces 

Henry’s English identity. Philip Seargeant explains that Henry’s most monarchical speeches (for example, 

the St. Crispin’s Day speech) consist of almost all monosyllabic, Anglo-Saxon words. This is reflected in 

the first part of Henry’s wooing of Katherine. He begins with very Anglo-Saxon words, such as “break” 

and “tongue” and only later begins to use more French loan words and ultimately French itself.20 Henry’s 

aggressively non-French speech makes his attack of the French “tongue” even stronger. By using Anglo-

Saxon words to describe French, he effectively claims the language as his captive and then linguistically 

destroys it. 

 However, while Henry’s speech presents Katherine’s tongue as his possession and the victim of 

his advances, Katherine is quick to reclaim it and present herself as the aggressor. After Henry says that 

she is “like an angel” (110-111), Katherine declares: “O bon Dieu, les langues de homes sont pleines de 

tromperies!” meaning “Oh good God, the tongues of men are full of deceits!” (116-117). Here, Katherine 

undoes Henry’s forcible translation of her language into his Anglo-Saxon vocabulary by translating him 

into French. Although Henry has been talking about her tongue throughout the scene, Katherine turns it 

around and insults his tongue, his language, this time mobilizing her own mother-tongue to speak for her. 

This reading of tongues not as victims but rather as aggressors is supported by examples from Baret’s 

dictionary, the most salient of which are “a poisonous tongue” and “a cursed and wicked tongue.”21 

Reading English and French as poisonous or dangerous creates an inter-linguistic threat between the two; 

if one is poisonous it risks defiling and killing the other. Therefore, in the intermingling of English and 

French that we see in Act 5, Scene 2, both languages are in danger. So perhaps Henry’s ultimate use of 
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French can be seen as a French tainture, a French stain, a French infection, spreading through the text like 

a virus and threatening to vanquish English from the inside out, a small victory for Katherine’s mother-

tongue. 

III. A Feminization: “Pleines” 

 To follow this trend of one language invading and corrupting another, we can look at Katherine’s 

use of “pleines” in her line “les langues de homes sont pleines de tromperies!” (116-117). Though Henry 

consistently uses the word “tongue,” Katherine chooses to speak French and ascribe the feminine, French 

word “langues” to the “homes,” the men, thus allowing the feminine to infiltrate Henry’s previously 

Anglo-Saxon, male-dominated conversation. 

 By describing the “tongues of men” as “pleines,” “full,” Katherine then engorges the English 

language and dooms it to fail. “Pleines,” from “plein,” most commonly means full, complete, ample, etc. 

Relating to the body or animals, “plein” comes to mean big-bellied or “great with young,” according to 

Randle Cotgrave’s 1611 A Dictionary of French and English Tongues. In this dictionary, “plein” has its 

own headword but also appears in the definition of “Ventru à plein bast,” meaning “swagbellied, 

gorbellied,” or “full paunched,” rendering the “tongues of men” that Katherine speaks of as gorged and 

fat.22 

 “Pleines” comes from “plein,” its singular form and though modern texts of Henry V edit this 

word as “pleines,” the original Folio wrote “plein.”23 It was first changed by Alexander Pope in the 1720s, 

presumably to correct the discrepancy between the singular “plein” and the plural “langues” describes.”24 

While this may be a sound grammatical decision on the part of Pope and subsequent editors, if we look 

back at the original Folios, all four of which leave “plein” alone, Katherine’s speech is much more 

specific than if she used “pleines.” It is important to note that since ending “s” sounds are not pronounced 

in French, it is difficult to make judgements about any implications of the divergence between these two 

words. It is probable that the Folios wrote “plein” because it was aurally correct rather than grammatically 

correct, but despite this, since both forms of the word are present within the editorial universe of Henry V, 

we can use the simple fact that they both exist to be indicative of the polysemy at play here. If Katherine’s 
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line was that “Henry’s tongue is full of deceit” then it would be fully singular, aligning with “plein,” 

signifying a targeted attack on Henry and Henry alone. However, the plural becomes grammatically 

necessary when she generalizes and says that “the tongues of men” (not just Henry) are full of deceits. 

Thus, the line can be seen to simultaneously attack both Henry and those he represents, i.e.— the men 

conducting the political exchange in which Katherine is simply a pawn. The gender dynamic here is 

crucial; as Karen Newman suggests, this exchange, “the giving of Katherine to Henry in marriage, insures 

relations among men.” In other words, their marriage ultimately is not about the bond between man and 

woman but rather the economic bond of two groups of men, relations which Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick has 

dubbed “homosocial” and which use women simply as forms of currency and not active partakers in the 

male transaction.25 Thus, no matter which form of “plein” is used, it functions to violate a fully male 

entity and bring in the feminine. 

Let us further look at the attack that Katherine launches against Henry through 2 

 Here, I will analyze the attack that Katherine launches against Henry through two different lenses, 

first as it relates to Henry’s falsehoods, or his “deceits,” and second, as it relates to Katherine’s 

feminization of Henry. 

 Firstly, Katherine strips away the truth value of Henry’s speech in Act 5, Scene 2. He has 

attempted to flatter and seduce her, but when he compares her to an angel, she declares his words to be 

full of deceit (“tromperies”). The OED tells us that a deceit is “the action or practice of deceiving; 

concealment of the truth in order to mislead; deception, fraud, cheating, false dealing.”26 Among these 

various definitions, the most salient piece is the intention involved in deceit. No matter the falsehood 

committed, it must be intentional for it to be considered deceit; therefore, Katherine believes not only that 

Henry is lying but that he is doing it intentionally to mislead her. 

 After negating the truth of Henry’s speech, Katherine’s “pleines” animalizes Henry’s words. 

Some of the most common connotations of “pleines” relate to animals, fat, big-bellied, or gorged. As 

mentioned above, “pleines” connotes an animal “great with young.” Following this definition, Katherine 

feminizes Henry when she places the “langues,” the feminine tongues, in his mouth and describes them as 
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engorged (“pleines”) with offspring. But instead of his speech and the speech of men being full or “great” 

with human children, their only progeny is the vile “tromperies,” the deceits with which they have 

transacted the exchange of Katherine in marriage. 

In this specific reading, Henry must become engorged with his own lies and deceits, taking on the 

female work of pregnancy that Katherine refuses to do. In advance of Katherine’s own impregnation, the 

goal of the whole political transaction taking place in 5.2, she turns around the idea of Henry 

impregnating her and because she cannot actually do the same to him, she uses his tongue as a way of 

staging this political fantasy of Henry as a pregnant man, bearing the child who will fail England because 

of his father’s deceits. She distances herself from the future of the English monarchy both by denying that 

she will bear the next heir to the throne (placing the onus on Henry) and by dooming the fate of her own 

son. 

 While Henry hopes that he and Katherine will “compound a boy, half French, half English, that 

shall go to Constantinople and take the Turk by the beard,” thereby having a son who will advance 

England’s political and military standing (205-207), Katherine speaks of their child only as a subhuman 

form made from his father’s failures. Henry VI, their son, as is described in the epilogue of Henry V, did 

in fact prove to be an inadequate successor to Henry V, largely because of his near infancy when crowned 

king. If we understand Katherine’s speech as a prediction of the failures of her son, what the epilogue 

describes to us about the failures of Henry VI should not be a surprise.27 

 In fact, in addition to Katherine’s focus on the faults of the tongues of men (and by extension, the 

English language), the structure of the entire Henriad is designed to enforce the failures of Henry VI. In 

writing order, Henry VI came first before any of the other history plays. At the end of Henry VI, we see 

this weak king lose his throne to the diabolical Richard III who then becomes the protagonist of the next 

play. After Richard is vanquished, Shakespeare’s history plays jump back in time to give audiences the 

lead-up to how these travesties (the failings of Henry VI, the evil nature of Richard III) occurred, 

climaxing with the final play in the Henriad, Henry V. Finally, after hearing numerous accounts of the 

marvelous King Henry V, the audience gets to experience him on stage.28 But at the end of Henry V, 
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Katherine condemns the tongues of men, she condemns the English language, and she condemns their 

offspring. 

 Thus, Henry V, epitomized as the father of “the King’s English,” gives his legacy to a frail son 

and a poor leader, as predicted by Katherine. As the epilogue of Henry V concludes the Henriad with 

England bleeding, experiencing physical trauma that, due to the cyclical writing order of the history plays, 

is repeated over and over again. 
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Notes 

1 From the Oxford University Press William Shakespeare: The Complete Works, ed. by Stanley Wells, et 

al. 

2 Philip Seargeant, “Ideologies of English in Shakespeare’s Henry V.” Language and Literature, vol. 18, 

no. 1 (2009), pp. 25–44. 

3 Karen Newman, Fashioning Femininity and English Renaissance Drama, 104. 

4 This line does not appear in the Quarto version of Henry V. In fact, in the Quarto, she only speaks one 

line of French in this entire scene. 

5 Unless otherwise noted, citations are drawn from the Arden edition of King Henry V edited by T. W. 

Craik While this text is largely drawn from the early Folios of the play, it is important to note that 

Craik’s version is by no means the same as the 1623 Folio. Line numbers, unless otherwise stated, refer 

to Act 5, Scene 2. 

6 Michael C. Schoenfeldt, Bodies and Selves in Early Modern England, 1999, 8. 

7 OED, “Break” (v. I) 

8 OED, “Break” (v. I 2B, I 5, II 7B, II 14A, III 15, and IV 16A). 

9 John Baret, An Alveary or Triple Dictionary, in English, Latin, and French (1574). (In Baret’s 

dictionary, each letter begins a new numbering of alphabetical entries. For example, entry 1093 is the 

1093th entry for the B section.) The following numbers correspond to the B section. Entry 1093: “To 

breake to pieces: to burst violently.” Entry 1075: “A tamer, a breaker… a horse breaker. Domitor 

equorum.” Entry 1095: “To breake in.” Entry 1097: “To violate: to corrupte: to defile: to deflower: to 

breake, as a man doeth a lawe.” 

10 Baret, D entries 273-275. 

11 Baret, B entry 1014. 

12 OED, “Tongue” (n. I 1A, II 4A, and II 5B). 

13 OED, “Tongue” (n. II 8A). 
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14 OED, “Tongue” (v. 1, 2A, 3). 

15 Baret, T entry 247. 

16 Baret, K entry 78: “A Knappish, or knauish tongue.” L entry 112: “The Latin tongue.” M entry 449: 

“the mother tongue, or our country language.” L entry 599: “To Loze, to marre, to kill.” L entry 602: 

“To loze the use of his tongue.” 

17 Henry Cockeram, English Dictionary (1623). Here, I am referencing the following entries: 

“Homoglosse: of the same tongue,” “one of the same tongue: homoglasse,” and “Phylomela, ravished 

by Tereus, imprisoned her afterwards and cut off her tongue.” 

18 Henry’s full lines from Act 1, Scene 1 are as follows: 

Either our history shall with full mouth 

Speak freely of our acts, or else our grave, 

Like Turkish mute, shall have a tongueless mouth, 

Not worshipped with a waxen epitaph. (377-381) 

The “mute” Henry speaks of refers to servants whose tongues were removed to ensure secrecy. 

19 Baret, M entry 449. 

20 Seargeant, 40. 

21 Baret, W entry 195 and 198: “Wicked: ungracious: naughty… a cursed and wicked tongue.” P entries 

501-503: “Poyson: venim… A poisonous tongue.” Here, it is interesting simply to note the head words 

that “tongue” is appearing under: “wicked” and “poison,” both words clearly full of danger and 

violence. 

22 Randle Cotgrave, A Dictionary of the French and English Tongues (1611). Here, I am referencing the 

headwords “plein” and “bast.” Within its explanation, “bast” includes the definition of “Ventru à plein 

bast” meaning “swagbellied, gorbellied, full paunched.” 

23 All four original Folio texts (accessed as facsimiles on the University of Victoria website), printed in 

1623, 1632, 1664, and 1685 respectively, print “plein” not “pleines.” 
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24 Since Craik uses “pleines” in the Arden edition of Henry V, he footnotes that the original change from 

“plein” was made by Pope in the 1720s. 

25 Newman, 104-105. 

26 OED, “Deceit” (n. 1A). 

27 The epilogue of Henry V says of Henry VI: 

Henry the Sixth, in infant bands crown’d King 

Of France and England, did this king succeed; 

Whose state so many had the managing, 

That they lost France and made his England bleed: 

Which oft our stage hath shown; and, for their sake, 

In your fair minds let this acceptance take (Epilogue 9-14). 

28 Rackin, Phyllis. “English History Plays,” Stages of History: Shakespeare’s English Chronicles, pp. 

193-211. 
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